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PF ROUND 4  Online Ballot Comments

Walker Turley & Max Ginsburg vs Sebastian Khayat
& Santiago Fernandez

 

Kennedy, David
RFD

Nothing was extend properly, so I default neg

Travis Kho & Andrew Lian vs Caty Gottschalk &
Gabriela Clinton

 

hoang, justin
RFD

NEG won off of a conceded card on pharma industry decreasing with Price Controls. The ABR turn wasn't explicit but
wasn't addressed by the AFF side so it flowed through. AFF won the heart argument early in the round, but the NEG side
was able to mitigate it by providing a better maths.

Andrea Aljazrawi & Semyon Nikulin vs Jacob Malon
& Andre Nesic

 

hoang, justin
RFD

AFF placed plenty of defense on the NEG case early in the round and most of it goes unresponded to. AFF had fewer
attacks which were mainly blanket arguments which were responded to adequately. AFF definitely won on quality of the
card. The evidence was much more quantifiable. There were a couple of things that could've been stated more clearly on
both sides to make it clearer, but overall very textbook

Shiv Patel & Hemish Patel vs Kevin Pedroza &
Sergio Karam

 

Calvillo, Joaquin
RFD

Neg had more offense and so i had to vote for the Neg

Comments for Patel & Patel
you need more than 30 seconds of stuff in your rebuttal. Both people need to talk in GCX

Comments for Pedroza & Karam
Rebuttal answered almost everything. Very good!
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Bryan Pan & Michael Zhu vs Eschaal Merchant &
Eric Fan

 

Gribble, Ty
RFD

Comments for Pan & Zhu
First speaker- Sound like you care

Second speaker- Sound like you care, keep your hands out of your jacket

Summary-

Comments for Merchant & Fan
Framework- It's wrong and I don't evaluate it. Your own case argues for the status quo.

1rst Cx- your first question was awful, it's not his burden to provide the answer to your case

2nd Speaker rebbudle- stop swaying, you're gonna make me dizzy. Why are prisoners unimportant? Have more
arguments other then cross applying your case. Use evidence to improve fluency

Summary- Why did you extend contention 3, its just impacts, no link. No link extensions loses the round

Grand cross- stop talking over each other

Final Focus- went for brand new arguments in some instances, it was ok but you. really

Annette Navaretto & Kennedy Honors vs Audrey
Nasser & Edan Lee

 

Irfan, Hanaa
RFD

I affirm on innovation. Aff cleanly extends an increase in innovation quality without sufficient response from the Neg. I
give them their ABR impacts because they prove that current R&D only leads to artificial changes in new drugs and that
price controls will improve the quality of the innovation.

Good job to both teams.

Comments for Navaretto & Honors
2nd speaker- good warrant interaction in rebuttal and strong narrative.

Comments for Nasser & Lee
good case, well warranted. Look at me during CX!!

Siddhartha Rana & Leon Sakata vs Reagan Riojas &
Areesha Rahman

 

Kennedy, David
RFD

I vote for the aff on risk of offense

Jackie Ku & Jacob Grant vs Roberto Hinojosa &
Christian Felan

 

Calvillo, Joaquin
RFD
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Ultimately the most untouched argument was there innovation turn, and because the con sides entire case hinges on
innovation being messed up so I had to vote AFF.

Comments for Ku & Grant
Really good second half of the round and that turn really won me over!

Comments for Hinojosa & Felan
Attack more in Rebuttal you were kind of repeating yourself a little bit. Be more confident in cross and Constructive. Good
round guys!
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